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Download
Make sure you have downloaded the app, available for Android and IOS at
https://trustlines.app. Check the user guide if you need help using it.)

The following tasks are exercises designed to help you get started with Trustlines.
You'll need to recruit 2 friends to complete these tasks.

TASK 1

Onboard your friend
To start off, you will need to create a trustline with your friend.
They will be your trustline partner. Use your local currency.

Create a new trustline of 10 units (mutual credit limit of 10.
Share the link or QR code with your partner.
If they don’t have the app, they will be prompted to download and install it.)
Your partner must confirm the trustline request.

Congratulations, you made a new trustline together!

TASK 2

Buy something (make a direct payment)

Send a payment of 1 unit to your partner.
You can write “I am buying something” in the description.

Yay, you have successfully used Trustlines to make a direct payment!

https://trustlines.app
https://docs.trustlines.network/docs/guides/tl_app_user_guide.html


TASK 3

The something shop
(make a multi-hop payment)

For this task, you will need a new friend to play the role of a shopkeeper. Your partner will
now need to create a trustline with the shopkeeper, in the same currency used for Task 1.

1. Your partner should now create a new trustline of 10 units (mutual credit
limit of 10 with the shopkeeper, shared via link or QR code. If they don’t
have the app, they will be prompted to download and install it.)
The shopkeeper must confirm the trustline request.

Now your partner is also a partner of the shopkeeper (they have a trustline together). You
aren’t directly connected to the shopkeeper, but now you are connected through a mutual
friend. This scenario mimics real life, in which you may find that many merchants are
connected to you through friends-of-friends, or longer chains of people.

2. The shopkeeper should now create a payment request of 1 unit to share
with you, via link or QR code.
They can write “Please pay me for something” in the description.

3. Fulfill this payment request by sending a payment of 1 unit to the
shopkeeper.

Awesome, you have successfully used Trustlines to make a multi-hop payment!
Since there was no trustline connecting you and the shopkeeper, this payment rippled
through your mutual friend.



Congratulations!

OPTION 1

Continue using Trustlines!
Since those were test payments, you
should now make sure they are paid
back. To do this, your friends should
each send 1 unit back to you.

Now you can modify your credit limits (to
allow bigger payments), or perhaps open
more trustlines with each other in
different currencies. When this is done,
you can start sending real value over
Trustlines.

OPTION 2

Settle and close your trustlines
If you don’t want to use Trustlines yet,
you can settle and close your trustlines.
Do this by navigating to the info screen
with your contact. If you choose to delete
your account, make sure to settle and
close your trustlines first.

Survey
We would highly value feedback on your experience so far:
https://forms.gle/WzvPSQf9NhxWruQv9

https://forms.gle/WzvPSQf9NhxWruQv9

